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ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ МУЛЬТИМЕДИЙНЫХ ТЕХНОЛОГИЙ НА 

УРОКАХ МАТЕМАТИКИ 

 

Аннотация. В данной статье рассматриваются плюсы применения 

мультимедийных технологий на уроке математики. Умение владеть ведущими 

мультимедийными технологиями — одно из направлений развития 

компьютерной грамотности человека. Показано, что применение презентаций 

на уроке является самой необходимой формой обучения, так как с 

помощьюпрезентаций можно донести до учащихся полноценную 

информацию на предлагаемую тему в удобной форме. 

Ключевые слова:мультимедийные технологии, презентация, цветовая 

гамма, слайд, компьютер, урок, PowerPoint. 

APPLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES AT LESSONS 

OF MATHEMATICS 

 

Abstract. In this article the pluses of usage of multimedia technologies at a 

mathematics lesson are considered. Ability to know the leading multimedia 

technologies is one of the directions of the development of computer literacy of a 
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person. It is shown that application of the presentations at a lesson is the most 

necessary form of education as by means of the presentations it is possible to convey 

to pupils full information on the offered subject in a convenient form. 

Keywords: multimedia technologies, presentation, color, slide, computer, 

lesson, PowerPoint. 

Modern society is society of information technologies. Nowadays everyone 

has to be able to work with multimedia technologies as this important requirement 

imposed by society. Ability to possess the leading means of multimedia is one of the 

directions of development of computer literacy of a person. Multimedia technologies 

are applied in medicine, art, industries, education, etc. In this article I want to tell 

about all advantages of the use of multimedia technologies in education, and among 

other factors at mathematics lessons. 

Innovative computer technological processes give a lot of possibilities  for the 

purpose of educational formation process. Earlier in1920’s when the computer was 

not so popular, the teacher at mathematicslessons used cards, schemes, tables to 

diversify each lesson [5]. But with the advent of multimedia technologies, and in 

particular the presentations, the teacher use paper materialless. 

What is the multimedia presentations? And why doesn’t any modern lesson 

practically do without them? 

The presentation (Latin praesento — representation) — the document or a set 

of documents is destined for representation of something (schemes, the project, a 

lesson, etc.). The purpose of each presentation is to to get information across to 

pupils on the offered subject in a convenient form [3]. 

Multimedia technologies at mathematics lessons can be used [1]: 

1. for representation of a subject, statement of the purposes and problems of a 

lesson and also a problematic issue. Nowadays at mathematics lessons the teacher 

represents a topic of the lesson on slides in which keywords of the sorted subject are 

briefly stated. 
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2. for maintenance of the teacher’s explanations. In the practice I use the 

multimedia presentations created especially for certain lessons containing the short 

text, basic formulas, schemes, drawings, video fragments [2]. When using the 

multimedia presentations in the course of an explanation of a new subject of rather 

linear sequence of shots in which the most advantageous moments of a subject can 

be shown. On the screen there can also be definitions, schemes which children write 

off in a notebook whereas the teacher, without spending time for repetition, manages 

to tell more. By means of such technologies each pupil catch on to subjectsbetter as 

it is easier to remember the interconnected tables, schemes, than the continuous text. 

3. as the information training grant. The modern lesson which is conducted 

according to the FGOS program in training special accent goes for own activities of 

the child for search, understanding and processing of new knowledge. The teacher 

in this case acts as the organizer of process of the doctrine giving them the necessary 

help and support [5]. 

4. for removal of tension. The modern youth quickly overtires, gets tired 

therefore it is necessary to switch their attention, especially if the lesson is held at 

the end of school day, using the presentations capable to distract children from 

intellectual tension, for example, to carry out physical activity break. 

5. also multimedia presentations can be applied also to summing up a lesson: 

conclusions, the answer to the posed question, a reflection, for maintenance of 

interactive games, etc. 

It is possible to allocate the main pluses use of the presentations at lessons. 

Accurate images, legible text and brightness of letters. If mistakes are made on 

slides, it is possible to remove them rather quickly and accurately. Also from 

readiness of a class while explaining thesubject it is possible to consider material in 

detail, or to consider only basic questions of a subject; level of the use of presentation 

at a lesson increases; establishment of intersubject communications with other 

objects; the teacher creating, or using information technologies is forced to pay huge 
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attention to logic of giving training material that positively effects the level of pupils’ 

knowledge. 

To make the multimedia presentation  relevant, developing, logical, it is 

necessary to consider the next points[4]: 

• Color scale of registration of a training material. 

• Psychological features of pupils of this class, psychophysiological 

regularities of information  perception from the computer screen.  

• The slide has to contain as the smaller number of words as possible.  

• It is necessary to apply an accurate large print to inscriptions and headings, 

to limit use of the plain text. 

Оn a slideit is better to represent sentences, definition which pupils will write 

down in a notebook, read them aloud during demonstration of the presentation and 

develop evident memory. 

• The size of letters, figures, signs, their contrast is defined by need of their 

accurate consideration from the last number of school desks.  

• Filling of a background, letters, lines is preferable quiet, "nonpoisonous" 

color, not causing irritation and exhaustion of eyes. 

Drawings, sketches , photos and other illustrative materials have to fill all 

screen field, whenever possible, evenly.  

• It is impossible to overload slides with visual information.  

Here is methodical reception " do like me" [2]: during viewing of the computer 

presentation at a lesson pupils gain an impression about abilities of the PowerPoint 

program and, without suspecting that, study competently to make out slides. 

Introduction of computers in educational process at the present stage looks 

absolutely natural from the point of view of the child and it is considered to be one 

of the effective methods of increasing motivation to the doctrine and formation of 

the main opportunities [3]. 

Thus, the relation of pupils and teachers to the multimedia presentations is 

versatile, the fact that the provided information allows to assume a training material 
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as the system of the basic images filled with the exhaustive structured information 

in an algorithmic order is considered indisputable. Various channels of pupils’ 

perception are involved that allows to put information not only in factual, but also 

in associative shape in pupils’memory. 

Pupils are enticed by up-to-datenessof carrying out multimedia lessons. In a 

class during these lessons the situation of real communication at which pupils wish 

to speak "by the own words" is formed, they do instructionswith desire, show 

attention to the studied material, pupils’ frightof the computer disappears. 

Pupils study independently to work with educational, reference and other 

books in a subject. Interest of pupils in receiving more good results, readiness and 

desire to perform additional tasks is noticed. When performing practical actions self-

checking is shown [5]. 

Educating  with use of means of ICT allows to create conditions for formation 

of such socially important qualities of the personality as activity, independence, 

creativity, ability to adaptation in the conditions of information society, for 

development of communicative abilities and formation of information culture of the 

personality. 

 Multimedia software has ample opportunities, the main thing that trainees 

understood it. This understanding has to develop into interest not only of pupils, but 

also the teachers that will allow them to look at a technique of lessons creation in a 

new way. 
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